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NEWS

Faculty to document
local migrants’ stories
A National Endowment for the
Humanities grant will allow GVSU
professors to record the oral history
of migrant sugar beet farm workers

LET’S TALK ABOUT SEX
Ottawa County health department, GV team up to fight STIs

SEE A2
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‘Twilight Los Angeles:
1992’ free showings
In honor of MLK Day, GVSU
theater will hold free performances
of “Twilight Los Angeles: 1992” to
discuss race relations issues

1 IN 4 COLLEGE
STUDENTS HAS AN STI

54% OF COLLEGE
STUDENTS USE CONDOMS

80% OF PEOPLE WITH AN STI
HAVE NO NOTICEABLE SIGNS

2 OUT OF 3 CASES OCCUR
IN PEOPLE 25 A YOUNGER

SEE A6

SPORTS

PEOPLE AGED 15-24
REPRESENT 66% OF ALL
REPORTED CHLAMYDIA
CASES IN 2014

Three-time Olympic
runner trains at GV
Rockford, Michigan native Dathan
Ritzenhein has been training for the
2016 Olympics in Rio De Janiero at
Grand Valley State this winter
SEE A7

ONLINE

Martin Luther King, Jr.
celebrated Monday
On Jan. 18. campus programs will
celebrate the life of Martin Luther
King, Jr. Follow along with the
keynote speech on Twitter
FOLLOW (SGVLANTHORN

BY TAYLOR FUSSMAN
TFUSSMAN@LANTHORN.COM

A
versity students
as the annual Presidents’ Ball
approaches. The theme of the
evening, which was announced
Tuesday, will be Olympus: A
Night in the Clouds, based on
Greek mythology.
The event will be held on
Feb. 5 at the DeVos Place in
downtown Grand Rapids.
According to LeaAnn
Tibbe, a Laker Traditions ad
viser at GVSU, both of DeVos
Place’s floors will work into
the theme and decorations.
The lower level will serve as
the dance club and will repre
sent the country of Greece with
the way it is decorated. The up
per level will offer attendees a
more intimate setting by hav
ing a jazz band providing mu

facts about STIs in Ottawa County.
The Wear One campaign was launched in
March 2014 after a notable rise in positive chla
ts no secret that college students are mydia cases in 18 to 25-year-olds in Ottawa Coun
having sex. There is a taboo, though, ty in the past few years.
Heather Alberda, a sex educator with the
when it comes to getting tested for
sexually transmitted infections. That department of public health, chalks the spike
taboo can be especially detrimental in cases up to an increase in high-risk behavior
in highest
young people, coupled with the inability to
in the state of Michigan, which ranks 15th
in the U.S. for positive chlamydia cases. have open discussions about STIs.
“Were living in a society where sex and sexu
Grand Valley State University is trying to
break down that wall and make getting tested ality has a very negative underlying tone to it,”
a more normal, approachable topic. By team she said. “Its very guilt and shame-ridden, so we
ing up with the Ottawa County department of don’t have conversation about it. Having access to
public health through the Wear One campaign, good sexual health knowledge and access to sexual
GVSU has created two educational videos that health services is really important.”
There was a spike in positive cases from 2011
outline the health departments services and
to 2012, jumping from 571 to 759 positive cases. In
BY MADDIE FORSHEE

NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

n

sic along with the swing dance
club hosting dance lessons.
Additionally, the upper level
will represent Olympus by be
ing decorated with clouds.
The theme was chosen by
Presidents’ Ball co-coordina
tors Lois Rosinski and Terrell
Couch after meetings with Tib
be and Laker Traditions Team
member, Sean O’Melia.
O’Melia said the theme
will be visible through the
decorations of the dance, the
promotional aspects of the
event and the food options
for the dinner.
The Presidents’ Ball coor
dinators and Laker Traditions
Team suggested students buy
their tickets as early as possible
due to the expected attendance.
“We hope to maintain the
same number of attendance
as last year,” O’Melia said,
“We sold out and had 4,000
people in attendance.”
This event has been an on
going tradition at GVSU for

2014, there were 710 positive cases and in the first
three quarters of 2015, there were 592.
The Wear One campaign was designed to in
crease access to free contraception in various loca
tions around Ottawa County by providing pack
ages of condoms and educational information tq
anyone who needs it. There are currently 24 com
munity businesses that have partnered with thd
health department across the county in Allendale,
Holland and Grand Haven.
To promote for active education at GVSU,
the department of public health pitched the
idea of getting film and video students in
volved in a public service announcement
project as part of the campaign.

SEE STI | A2

A NIGHT TO REMEMBER: Last year, the Presidents' Ball sold out, selling over 4,000 tickets to GVSU students. This year, the Laker Traditions
Team hopes to match that same success with the Greek mythology-themed event. Presidents' Ball will take place Feb. 5. GVL I EMILY frye

many years.
“For 30 years now, we as a
university have come together
on the first Friday of February
and celebrated both the presi
dent of the university and our
student body president, while
looking back at all the good
things to happen to Grand Val
ley over the year,” Couch said.

The people involved with
the planning of the event
believe it is a good oppor
tunity students should not
miss out on.
'
“A lot of people think
Presidents’ Ball isn’t for ev
eryone, but that’s not true,”
Rosinski said, “The event
celebrates our university and

what makes it so amazing.”
The Presidents’ Ball is ex
pected to provide students
with a night of memories they
will not soon forget.
“I think it’s a great way to
unify the students,” O’Melia
said. “Obviously there are
only so many events on cam
pus that gather that many

students. It’s so great for just a
night of fun, people gettin^o
show their excitement to be a
GVSU student.”
Tickets are $15 for the
dance and $30 for both the
dinner and the dance. On
Feb. 1, tickets for the dance
will increase to $20.

MLK Day Schedule
JANUARY 18th
9:30 a.m.

0

Upcycling service activity
Participants will engage in
upcycling different crafts that
will be donated to local shelters
or health care organizations

11:30 a.m.

©

Kirkhof Center Lunch
Students, faculty and staff are
invited to attend a luncheon in
the Kirkhof Grand River Room
following the morning activities

w
1:30 p.m.

1:00 p.m.
Silent March

Tour6 Keynote Speech

Students, faculty, staff and
community members will
assemble in front of Zumberge
Hall for the annual silent march

The keynote speech, by Tourt,
a social commentator, will take
place in the Fieldhouse Arena
after the silent march concludes

©
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AWRI FACULTY MEMBER HONORED WITH EDUCA
TOR AWARD
One of Grand Valley State University’s own was honored
by the Michigan Science Teachers Association (MSTA) with
the 2016 Informal Science Educator Award.
Janet Vail, research scientist at the Annis Water
Resources Institute (AWRI), is also a faculty member of the
environmental studies minor at GVSU.
~fn her position at AWRI. Vail has worked toward equip
ping schools, teachers, students and businesses with
environmental education for more than 25 years.
Among her many other accomplishments, Vail has given
families, school groups, and community members the
opportunity to participate in water sampling experiments
through the “Making Lake Michigan Great” research vessel
tour.
For additional information about Vail, go to www.gvsu.
edu/wri.

MICHIGAN SENATE RESOLUTION PRAISES GV IN
EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
Grand Valley State University was praised for its positive
impact on the community in terms of education and envitonmental research in a Michigan Senate resolution passed
bn Jan. 14.
The resolution stated that GVSU is now the fourthlargest public university with highly-regarded programs in
engineering, business and teacher education.
In April 2015, GVSU graduated its 100,000th student.
GVSU was also recognized for its research concerning
wind energy and the Great Lakes, both of which have had a
positive effect on the general public.

RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS TO GATHER AT ANNUAL
ABRAHAMIC DINNER
Individuals from the Abrahamic traditions of Judaism,
Christianity and Islam will meet together under one roof
during the annual Abrahamic dinner on Jan. 21.
T Hosted by Grand Valley State University’s Kaufman
Interfaith Institute, the Abrahamic dinner will provide a
space for people from the three traditions to bond and
dtecuss the need for religious tolerance.
ZTTThe dinner is set to take place from 6:30 p.m. until 9 p.m.
IfUbe Masjid At-Tawheed Islamic Center, located at 3357 E.
Paris Ave. in Kentwood, Michigan.
To register for the Abrahamic dinner, go to www.gvsu.
edu/interfaith. Registration must be completed by Jan. 20.

Faculty receives endowment for humanities
Common Heritage grant allows for oral history project
BY MADDIE FORSHEE
NEWSicoLANTHORN.COM

ichigan is known for its ag
riculture, whether that’s the
cherries of Traverse City or
the apples of West Michigan.
Grand Valley State University
is diving into the history of a lesser-known
Michigan crop - sugar beets.
The Brooks College of Interdisciplin
ary Studies and the Kutsche Office of Local
History have been involved in a grant that
is the first of its kind - a historical storytell
ing grant called Common Heritage, grant
ed to the university through the National
Endowment for Humanities.
The grant is $11,500, with a matching
gift from GVSU, and will allow a group of
professors and staff members to work to
gether to dive into the history of migrant
workers in the agriculture business in
Oceana County.
The project will be based around curat
ing oral histories of migrant-settled families
in the Hart, Shelby and Walkerville areas.
Nora Salas, a history professor, is one
of the faculty members involved in the
project. Her area of focus is the history
of Latinos in Michigan, so she said that
she got involved out of pure interest for
the subject matter.
“Its really important because most his
torians want to get the best, most full possi

ble portrait of the lived experience of people
in a particular area,” she said. “Sometimes if
people don’t think of themselves as histori
cal subjects, they don’t save personal mate
rial. But these people are a part of history,
so we’re doing that for them.”
Melanie Shell-Weiss, director of the
Kutsche Office of Local History, is spear
heading the project. She said the absolute
lack of research done on migrant workers
in Michigan when they have been such a
necessity to the economy was one reason
she got involved with the project.
“This matters in our classrooms and in
terms of our general knowledge, but it also
matters in ways that are not academic,” she
said. “Part of what’s been on (our) minds
is thinking of this history as a way to build
community and to get a younger genera
tion to understand that not only do they
belong in Oceana County, but they share a
common community’’
The idea for the project was always
focused on migrant workers, as Oceana
County has one of the highest proportions
and one of the longest histories of Latino
citizens in Michigan. Many of these fami
lies were seasonal workers on sugar beet
farms that eventually settled in the area,
branching out to work in other industries,
adding to the local economy and cement
ing their history in Oceana County.
“The point of this project is to not only
record their stories, but reconstruct this

history, the larger framework of why they
are here and what’s been their connection
to social life in the Oceana County area,”
said Andrew Schlewitz, a Latin American
studies professor involved in the project.
The project team will work with the
Oceana County Historical Society and the
Oceana County Hispanic Center, training
the employees there to use audio equip
ment so they can conduct interviews and
edit the audio on their own.
Work on the project has started al
ready, and the team hopes to begin to
conduct interviews by the end of the
month or the beginning of February.
The whole project revolves around what
Shell-Weiss calls a history harvest on
June 18. That day, the project team and
volunteers will be in Hart, Michigan con
ducting interviews all day, harvesting the
history of the people in Oceana County.
Along with the team of professors,
GVSU students will help out with the proj
ect, translating and photographing materi
als lent to them by the subjects of each sto
ry. After the recording process is over, the
project will be housed in GVSU’s digital ar
chives, since the university has the available
long-term storage needed for the project.
For students who are interested in
volunteering to translate or to help out
on the project, contact Melanie ShellWeiss at shcllm(3>gvsu.edu.

RATIONALLY RECOGNIZED AUTHOR TO DISCUSS
i§ND-OF-LIFE CONVERSATIONS
A nationally recognized speaker and author will be visit
ing Grand Valley State University to discuss strategies for
Initiating end-of-life conversations in a presentation on Jan.

20.
-- Dave Kampfschulte is the director of Amazing Circles
ysforkshops as well as the author of "I’m Dying to Talk with
Xtju: Twenty Five Years of Conversations on End of Life
Decisions”
~ In his presentation, Kampfschulte will us£ ex^erpt^rpm
KS’book to reveal ttife importance of planning ahead for Jhe

’SHARED HISTORY: Professor GeoQje Mo0Rne begins teaching his physical chemistry class on Oct. 9. The Common Heritage grant will be
worth $11,500 with a matching gift'from GVSU. The grant will look into the history of migrant workers in agriculture. GVL I EMILY FRYE
•

grid of a patient or loved one’s life.
~ The presentation is set to take place fronn^ p.m. to 4*3b
Q2TL in Room 2201 of the Kirkhof Center, located on GVSU’s
SBndale Campus.

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA TO VISIT DETROIT
President Barack Obama will travel to Detroit, Michigan
on Jan. 20.
During his visit, the president will visit the 2016 North
American International Auto Show to see Detroit’s recent
qcpnomic resurgence.
'-In his recent weekly address, Obama said he would be
attending the auto show "to see the progress firsthand.
Because I believe that every American should be proud of
what our most iconic industry has done.”
This will be Obama’s first visit to the auto show and the
president's 17th Michigan visit.
, During his visit, Obama will make several other unofficial
stops around the city.
. For more information on the visit go to whitehouse.gov.
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in the Women’s Center, de
tailing what the campaign
does and where students can
pick up condoms, while the
second video is much more
educational, outlining what
the testing process is like for
young adults.
The Ottawa County depart
ment of public health visits
campus regularly during job
and career fairs, health fairs and
during events like Campus Life
Night. They provide pamphlets
with more in-depth informa-

STI
CONTINUED FROM At

“We decided to have two
short PSAs to promote access
to our condoms and to en
courage people who are sexu
ally active to get tested,” Alberda said. “What better place
to do that than through the
place and voice of the people
we’re targeting?”
The group of students
produced two videos: one

in the Kirkhof Center at the
Women’s ('enter, the Milton E.
Ford LGBT Resource Center
and the 2020 Desk.
In addition to condoms
provided by the department of
public health, STI testing and
resources are available at the
Campus Health Center.
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}U the lanthom we strive to bong you the most accurate news possible. If we make
a mistake, we want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in the Lanthom, let
us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editoriakaianthom.com.
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I. Women (French)
5. Hyrax
8. Distress signal
II. Trade
13. Large northern deer
14. The 3 Wise Men
15. Marten of N Asian forests
16. Hoover’s agency
17. Received an A
18. 2nd Islamic month
20. Light brown
21. Clarified butter used in
Indian cookery
22. Frankness
25. Argentina’s capital
30. Citizen of Kenya or Zimbabwe
31. Noah’s boat
32. Family of languages in
So. Africa

33.
38.
41.
43.

Inappropriate
Scientific workplace
Hungriness
Say to talk about an
annoying topic
45. Sing and play for somebody
47. Strike buster
49. A citizen of Thailand
50. Civil Rights group
55. Honest Company’s Jessica
56. *__death do us part
57. Malarias
59. Claim against another’s
property
60. Mined metal-bearing mineral
61. Dashery
62. Capacity unit
63. Primary color
64. Indian dress

CLUES DOWN

the Lanthom is published on recycled paper and is printed with soy bean ink.

POSTMASTER:
Bbase send form 3579 to:
Brand Valley Lanthorn
0051 Kirkhof Center
Grand Valley State University
Allendale, Ml 4M01

tion at these events and wel
come students to ask questions.
“Wear One in general is a
conversation starter,” Alberda
said. “It’s easily accessible, it’s
visible on campus. It also cre
ates a consistent message that
wherever you go, there’s an
expectation that we want you
to protect yourself’
On campus, there are sev
eral locations that students can
pick up condoms. They can be
found at the Recreation Center,
the Campus Health Center and

Heart s Journey
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1. Manuscripts (abbr.)
2. Netherlands river
3. Italian island
4. One's own being
5. More adroit
6. Balkan country
7. Psychologist B F.
8. Investment group Goldman
9. Double curve
10. The plane of a figure
12. Ocean
14. Public presses
19. Civil Rights activist Parks
23. Cooking container
24. Arctic native
25. Founder of Babism
26. Bashkortostan capital
27. Bulky grayish-brown eagle
28. Louse egg

29. About sight
34.___/Tuck: TV drama
35. Black tropical American cuckoo
36. Chest muscle (slang)
37. Expression of disappointment
39. One who assists
40. Antilles island
41. Served food
42. Egyptian Sun god
44. Performed successfully
45. Cavalry-sword
46. Abba__, Israeli politician
47. Jonas__, cured polio
48. The Muse of history
51. Express pleasure
52. Turicish leader titles
53. Castro country
54. Nobleman
58.___Lanka
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Enclave student housing to hold grand opening
BY JORDAN SCHULTE
DIGITAL@LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State
University
stu
dents looking for
a new housing op
tion will soon find
one on the north side of Lake
Michigan Drive. A 275-bed
complex called The Enclave has
finally completed construction
and will be holding a grand
opening at 10 a.m. on Jan. 22,
offering food, tours and an
eight-foot Plinko board where
attendees can win prizes.
The Enclave, located at 4926
Becker Dr. behind Main St.
Pub, is now leasing cottages
and townhomes for the fall
2016 semester. Rent begins at
$599 per month and utilities
are a flat $29 per month.
“Were centrally located by
all the area restaurants, such
as Peppino’s, local stores and
Murphys,” said Tiberlene
McPeak, The Enclaves prop
erty manager. “Its very conve
nient for someone who wants

to live in a community but be
within walking distance of
area businesses.”
Each unit is fully furnished
and includes hardwood floors,
granite countertops and a walkin closet. The complex also
features a gym, tanning and a
pool, among other amenities.
“We definitely want to
treat Grand Valley students,”
McPeak said. “We have great
grand opening specials. We are
on the verge of really seeing the
community come alive.”
Certain units will be avail
able at $100 less than the
usual rent. Prizes such as an
Apple Watch, Playstation 4
and one year of rent-free liv
ing will also be available at
the grand opening. McPeak
said they’ve focused on mak
ing The Enclave part of the
GVSU community leading up
to their grand opening.
“We do support organiza
tions and groups,” she said.
“We provide free facilities and
do a lot of sponsorships for
groups that have to fulfill a

philanthropy goal. Were very
supportive to the school and
the student body.”
That effort to become part
of the community has helped
The Enclave find at least one
new resident. Freshman Nick
Kapusta said he met the man
agers of The Enclave at a bone
marrow drive on campus.
“They sponsor a lot of the
events on campus and try to get
involved with groups, so I meet
them every time I go to some
thing on campus,” he said.
That, along with a dis
count for referring friends,
led Kapusta to sign a lease
with The Enclave for the
next academic year.
“I love the people that
work there,” he said. “They’re
a lot of fun to talk to, they’re
really relatable.”
Construction on The En
clave began in summer 2015.
McPeak said the units are
expected to be finished by
spring, with additional con
struction planned once phase
one is complete.

GOVERNANCE

DEVELOPMENT: The Enclave, a new, 275-bed apartment complex, will be part of new housing available
to students starting this fall. The grand opening will take place on Jan. 22. GVL | kasey garvelink •-

GIVING BACK

Student senate discusses civic
engagement, semester goals
important channel for your energy.”
Baker-Boosamra concluded her
presentation with a list of initiatives to
he Grand Valley State promote student democratic engage
University student sen ment at GVSU, which included a State
ate reconvened for its of the Union watch party, a student
first official meeting on civic assembly purposed with provid
Jan. 14 in a discussion ing students the tools to become an
about civic engagement as well as its organized voice on campus, as well as
a voter registration booth open to the
goals for the winter semester.
' Before tending to official business, public during Campus Life Night 2.0.
“There is a reinvigorated interest
the student senate was visited by Me
lissa Baker-Boosamra, coordinator in campus organizing and political
for the Community Service Learning engagement on college campuses,”
Center, for a brief talk concerning stu Baker-Boosamra said. “It’s a really
dent involvement in civic engagement. important time. College campuses are
Boosamra began her presenta historically a very important place to
tion by displaying an image of nine be educated and organized, and there’s
popular Marvel characters. When a multitude of issues and opportuni
she asked the room who could iden ties for that type of civic engagement.”
Following Baker- Boosamra’s talk,
tify at least six, the majority of sena
the student senate revisited some of its
tors raised their hands.
But when she followed up this primary goals for the winter semester
image with another featuring nine outlined during a meeting on Jan. 11.
Ella
Fritzemeier,
United States Supreme
vice president for pub
Court Justices, the
mmm mm
lic relations, said her
room became much
“When you
committee is working
more silent. Only a
on strategies to pro
handful of senators
become informed,
mote student senate
could name three, and
you move away
before its election sea
just one named all nine.
from being
son kicks into gear.
By drawing the
“This week, the
connection
between
overwhelmed or
PRC is meeting to
society’s knowledge of
apathetic.”
come up with general
make-believe superhe
goals to promote vot
roes versus real-life Su
ing, talk about elec
preme Court justices,
MELISSA BAKERtions and get people
Baker-Boosamra made
BOOSAMRA
to run,” Fritzemeier
CSLC COORDINATOR
the point that students
said. “I’m also work
aren’t as involved in
ing on something called an ASK
civic engagement as they could be.
“Climate change, lack of clean wa campaign. The idea is to try and
ter, issues of racism, political finance ask students what they want for a
reform - how many of you feel over better GVSU.”
Agreeing with Fritzemeier, presi
whelmed by all of these issues?” BakerBoosamra said. “One real value of civic dent Maddie Cleghom urged senators
engagement in particular with young to come up with their own “elevator
people is that when you become in speech” that would summarize to out
formed, you move away from being siders what the senate is all about
overwhelmed or apathetic. When you
find an issue that matters to you and
find ways to be involved, it provides an
SEE GOALS i AS
BY DREW HOWARD

ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

FUNDRAISING: Student senators present the Battle of the Valleys trophy on Nov. 14. To promote awareness for the Laker
Children’s Fund, student senate and the Laker Traditions Team will! be hosting a charity dinner. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

Expanding on Battle of the Valleys
Laker Children’s Fund kicks off year-round fundraising
BY HANNAH LENTZ
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM

uring this year’s Battle
of the Valleys compe
tition, Grand Valley
State University raised
$12,031 for the Laker
Children’s Fund. Though it is no
longer football season, student
senate has plans for charity efforts
to increase the money available in
the sponsored fund.
Though plans are still in progress,
the student senate campus affairs
committee is working to put together
a charity dinner to add to the dona
tions to the Laker Children’s Fund.
The Laker Children’s Fund re
ceives all its money from community
donations. The major fundraising
campaign is during the week of Battle
of the Valleys. All donations go into

this non-profit fund, and through
out the year, charities can apply for a
mini-grant that can be used to fund
programs, projects, or operational
costs for the organization.
Recently, the first awarded grant
from the fund went to Manna’s Meal
of the local Kent and Ottawa com
munities. The grant of $2,500 is in
tended to help provide meals to stu
dents in the Allendale school system.
“The student senate and Laker
Traditions Team are proud to award
Mannas Meals with this mini-grant
and hope that they will continue to
positively impact children in the up
coming future,” said Sean O’Melia,
Laker Traditions Team program
ming chair. Julia Sturvist of the fi
nance committee is currently work
ing to organize the event.
It is student senate’s that this
collaborative event can help bring

awareness to the fund and, in turnr
provide more grant opportunities for
local children focused organization
“The money for this fund is
primarily raised from Battle of
the Valleys; we have been raising
money each year and now believe
it is time to spread the word and
see these funds being granted to
many different groups to help
children in all types of different
situations,” Sturvist said.
The event will invite different
youth-oriented charities from the,
Grand Rapids area to this dinner.’
Though there is not a finalized list
of all the groups that will be com
ing, student senate is hoping to be
able to at least cater to 15-20 dif
ferent organizations.
“This charity dinner, hosted by
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WORD SCRAMBLE

STUDY ABROAD FAIR

Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to creativity.
Wednesday
January 20.2016

TOREPYT

10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Henry Hall Atrium
(Padnos Hall of Science) 9
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EDITORIAL

By Taylor Scholtens
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Open conversations are
vital to sexual health
ex is generally
a subject that
people tend to
shy away from
talking about.
We get it. Its personal, its
awkward. But lets face it: sex
is a part of life, and its noth
ing to be ashamed of. Sta
tistically, over 70 percent of
college students are sexually
active, so why is sex such an
awkward topic to talk about?
Due to many social pres
sures, openness about be
ing sexually active can come
with a lot of guilt or shame
attached to it, which makes
people clam up when the
touchy subject is brought up.
Not talking about it creates a
stigma that feeds into an in
crease in positive STI cases. A
huge increase, actually - from
2011 to 2012, Ottawa County
saw a considerable spike in
STI cases in 18 to 24-yearolds, from 571 to 759, many
of those cases representing
Grand Valley State University
students.
To help combat this as a
community, GVSU students
need to have open conversa
tions about sexual health and
get tested for STIs.
STIs are not always obvi
ous - some people can con
tract them and be a carrier
for months without show
ing any symptoms. Getting
tested and knowing your
status is not only a way to
know your own status, but
it can help you make more
educated decisions with your
current or future partner.
Encouraging open con
versation about sex will help
to remove the stigma around
being tested. The more people
who feel comfortable with
getting tested and talking
about their sexual health, the
more people will be able to
make educated decisions con
cerning their sexual health.
Sexual health is a part
of your overall health and
should be treated as such when you take care of your
self, in any capacity, you’ll

feel better. Knowing your
status and not being afraid
to ask your partner for theirs
will help to open up conver
sations between sexual part
ners will decrease the worry
about STIs in the future. If
you’re too nervous around
a potential sexual partner to
talk about sex, how are you
going to feel comfortable
about actually having sex
with that individual?
If we as students can es
tablish an open dialogue
about healthy sexual activ
ity, we’ll see a drop in posi
tive STI cases. In addition to
talking about sex, taking the
necessary steps to protect
yourself from these infec
tions is a crucial part of the
process. Protection comes in
many forms - from condoms
to vaccines like Gardasil and
everything in between. Have
conversations with health
care professionals to find out
what kind of protection per
fectly fits your needs.
GVSU has many resources
for students to protect them
selves and get tested. Through
the Wear One campaign,
there are free condoms avail
able on campus at the Rec
Center, the Campus Health
Center and in the Kirkhof
Center. The Women’s Center
and the LGBT Resource Cen
ter are both great resources
for students looking for sup
port. The Campus Health
Center offers low-cost STI
tests, as does Metro Health
Allendale and Planned Par
enthood Grand Rapids.
By taking the step to get
yourself tested, you will not
only be able to screen your
self for STIs, but you will also
make a statement to the peo
ple around you that sexual
health is something you are
comfortable discussing and
something you think is im
portant to talk about. Taking
that first step to get yourself
tested can help create an en
vironment that is open and
educated about sexual health.
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WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Larrt • horn, n. [old English]
Lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way."

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn’s opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only,

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s
YourSpace page by emailing
community(3)lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author's full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial(®lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Encouraging civil debate
I ear Lanthorn Editor,
[
Alas, there is a vitriolic
tenor that has engulfed our
society these days. Presi
dential year politics and
world events have fueled partisan tones
that are extremely adversarial and often
hateful related to many issues, including:
immigration, guns, abortion, race, police
shootings, terrorism, religion, sexual
assault, health care, inequality, climate
change, gay marriage, affirmative action,
education and freedom of expression,
just to name a few. At the outset of the
semester, I feel compelled to acknowl
edge this negative ambiance and to
encourage all of us to rise above it.
While we should never sidestep
challenging issues at the university,
members of the Grand Valley State
University community have an obliga
tion to debate difficult, complex issues
in ways that value freedom of expres
sion, promote understanding and
!
i
j

respect differing perspectives. This is
the crux of what we do at the univer
sity as we explore the diverse world of
ideas, of cultures, and of people.
Through these explorations mem
bers of our community enhance their
ability to think critically, to commu
nicate effectively, to problem-solve, to
serve as productive team members and
to clarify their own beliefs and values.
The goal is not to foster homogeneity
but rather, to promote learning that
enables individuals to find their passion
and direction, to use their learning to
achieve goals, to contribute to the bet
terment of society, and to become the
person that one wants to be.
As members of the GVSU com
munity, we can contribute to shaping a
culture of caring for one another even
as we may have differing ideas, values
and beliefs about issues. Clearly, people
may disagree vehemently in a vibrant,
intellectually challenging place like the

EDITORIAL(»LANTHORN.COM

BART MERKLE
MERKLEB@GVSU.EDU

Struggling with dietary restrictions on campus
Campus dining needs to be more cognizant of students’ needs
eat the same food as my family.
Coming back to campus is
even worse.
I do not mean to make it
out to be terrible. I am not
going to starve to death. The
Connection has meatless
Mondays, which never fails to
be mac and cheese with fried
green beans. Grille Works has
veggie burgers. Which Wich
offers vegetarian sandwiches. If
I have to, if all else fails, I guess
BY RACHEL BORASHKO
I can eat a salad.
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM
However, if I was a fresh
man living on campus with
t has been over
dietary restrictions, I can
eight years since
imagine that the eating would
I stopped eating
be just short of miserable. I was
meat, so going
lucky enough to have a small
out of my way
kitchen in my dorm room
to find good food is nothing
I was a freshman, so I
new. During my time when
studying
had ain
very small meal plan and
abroad, being a vegetarian
then mostly just bought my
India came easily. There was
own food and ate that.
no hesitation before going out
Without that kitchen, I
of wondering if the restaurant
would have found myself
we were going to had vegetar
eating the same maybe six or
ian options. Coming back to
seven meals (and that’s being
the U.S., I often cannot even
generous) over and over again.

n

With other restrictions, espe
cially religiously affiliated ones,
it would be nearly impossible
to eat on campus.
With a population that has
ever-increasing dietary restric
tions, universities, including
but not limited to Grand Valley
State University, may want to
recognize that need and pro
vide those students with food.
If you’re gluten-free, what
are you going to eat? What
about religions with dietary
restrictions such as kosher and
halal? Or if you have a severe
food allergy? Campus food is
simply not conducive to that
kind of lifestyle.
If you are eating on campus,
you are subject to whatever the
university decides is fit for you
to eat. Even if the university is
not too concerned about what
its students are eating, they’re
going to lose money by not
offering options for everyone.
It can even be a factor for
high school students deciding
which college or university

to attend. I had a small meal
plan my freshman year and I
haven’t had one since. I only
eat at my apartment and I’ll
pack my lunch on campus. It
is rare that I find myself eating
campus food.
The same goes for many
people I know, here and at
other universities. We hardly
ever eat on campus because
of some combination of it be
ing expensive, unhealthy and
not suiting the needs of our
diets. It is just not reasonable
to eat there.
If the university offered a
better, more diverse selec
tion of food that people on
kosher, halal, vegetarian,
vegan, gluten-free and other
restricted diets can eat, I have
a hunch that more people
would be eating on campus.
Even though we are a minor
ity, the population of students
on restricted diets is growing
and we still need to eat.

VALLEY QUOTE

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION

BLOG

“The people must know before they
can act, and there is no educator to
compare with the press.”

Are you aware of the resources
on campus for student health
services?

Finding new ways
to stay fit
By Emily Doran

LOG ON & VOTE

- Ida B. Wells

www.lanthorn.com

www.lanthorn.com

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
ARE YOU AWARE OF THE RESOURCES ON CAMPUS FOR STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES?
TYSON GOUDIE

CHRIS LEMOINE

"I know they’re there for us, but I never dive in
to know more about it.”

”1 don’t have a vast knowledge. I know more
about counseling services, but other than that, no
broad knowledge.”

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Product design
HOMETOWN: Kalamazoo, Michigan

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Nursing
HOMETOWN: Rockford, Michigan

WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM?
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT .
YOU NEED HELP SOLVING?
SEND US AN EMAIL

university - but they can do so without
spiraling into hateful condescension,
disrespect, or other behaviors that are
hurtful to community members. To
this end, we may have opportunities to
be active bystanders who advocate for
fairness, inclusiveness and/or safety for
others in our community - we should
do so without hesitation.
In short, our university must be
a place that enables all voices to be
heard if we are to live our university
values and to make good on our mis
sion of “educating students to shape
their lives, their professions and their
societies.” More importantly, each of
us can listen to these voices, can learn
from them, and can strive to make
ourselves and the university better.
GVSU is a special place - let’s all do
our part to keep it that way, in spite of
the toxic noise surrounding us.

LIZ STURTRIDGE

RODNEY AVUTIA

"I know where the health center is.
When I went there I saw the 'take one,
wear one’ condoms.”

"Yes. We have a Metro Health nearby and the
injury clinic at the rec center.”

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Athletic training
HOMETOWN: Marysville, Michigan

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Business management
HOMETOWN: Johannesburg, South Africa
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
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GOING GLOBAL

Preparing students to study abroad
Padnos International Center
focuses on looming deadlines
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY(a)L ANTHORN.COM

any
students
have
dreamed about explor
ing the world since they
were children, going
on daring adventures,
meeting new, exciting people and
learning about amazing cultures.
For students at Grand Valley
State University, they have the op
portunity to learn about different
study abroad opportunities in the
Henry Hall Atrium of the Padnos
Hall of Science on Jan. 20.
From 10 a.m. until 3 p.m., students
can meet fellow peers and faculty
members who have participated in
these study abroad programs and ask
them questions about program selec
tion, funding and other opportunities
within and outside of GVSU.
“ Ihis study abroad fair focuses
on and highlights the Grand Valley
programs that have the Feb. 1 dead
line," said Meaghann Myers-Smith, a
study abroad adviser at the Padnos

International Center. “ The main goal
with our winter study abroad fair is
kind of a last minute opportunity for
us to highlight Grand Valley facultyled programs for summer 2016, op
portunities for students and Grand
Valley partnership programs.”
Myers-Smith said that the winter
fair has an informal tone in talking
with students about the different
study abroad opportunities.
She also said that it helps that
the faculty and advisers at the fair
and at PIC discuss the last minute
details that students, faculty and
staff need to cover before depart
ing for their country of choice.
Rebecca Hambleton, the direc
tor of study abroad and international
partnerships at PIC, said that the
checklist that will be discussed at the
winter study abroad fair helps students
understand if they want to apply to a
faculty-led program, look at safe plac
es to travel and to indicate when and
how to apply for a passport.
“It really depends on the program.
If it is a summer program that is less

GOING THE DISTANCE: Kelsey Holwerda poses during her exchange program in China as seen in the 2014 PIC photo contest.
This year’s study abroad fair will be held from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. in the Henry Hall Atrium. COURTESY | www.GVSU.EDU

than 90 days, maybe you don’t have to
worry about a visa,” Hambleton said.
“But if you are doing something that
requires a visa, that is something re
ally critical and need-to-know really
early on in the process so that you can
plan accordingly.”
Hambleton said that the main
thing students should be focusing on
is getting their application into the PIC
as soon as possible. After being accept
ed, they can delve into the next steps.

While the before-and-after steps
of applying may seem a bit stressful,
the work that goes into the applica
tion is worthwhile.
To Hambleton, studying abroad is
not just about exploring a new land
scape and calling a new city home, but
it is about gaining a new appreciation
for life and learning.
“Whether they have a regional
interest or a particular academic in
terest, there are so many amazing op

portunities for students, no matter the
discipline,” she said. “ Ihere are a lot of
opportunities that I truly believe are
amazing and it’s a matter for students
to coming in and just learning and be
ing open about them.”

CHARITY

GOALS
CONTINUED FROM AS

CONTINUED FROM A3

Andrew Oeffner, vice president
for external affairs, reiterated his
committee’s goal to build new side
walks in the Allendale area. Oeffner
said the EAC will be working along
side the city of Allendale and GVSU
administration to get the job done.
Meanwhile, Sean O’Melia, vice
president for campus affairs, intro
duced the idea of creating an evalu
ation system for resident assistants
on campus. During the meeting on
Monday, O’Melia said these evalu
ations would allow for RAs to im
prove in their position.
Student senate will meet again at
4:30 p.m. on Jan. 21 in the Pere Mar
quette room, located in the Kirkhof
Center on the Allendale Campus.

student senate, is an opportunity
for us to reach out to local chari
ties that promote the education
and well-being of youth, and raise
awareness about the Laker Chil
dren’s Fund,” Sturvist said.
The dinner will include a
presentation to those in atten
dance about the Laker Chil
dren’s Fund, focused on seeing
the money raised put back into
the community.
“Our hope is that this event
will influence these organizations
to apply for grants through the
Laker Children’s Fund in order to
help our local charities financially
and work toward the advance
ment of children in Grand Rap
ids and the state of Michigan as a

SCHEDULE: Vice President of Educational Affairs. Maria Beelen (right), speaks at a
student senate general meeting in the Kirkhof Center on Jan. 14. GVL | SARA CARTE

□

GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/pic
FOR MORE INFORMATION

whole,” Sturvist said.
Though the fund is just start
ing out and the planned dinner
is only one event on the calendar,
the key to this fundraising effort
lies in what follows the event.
“I see big things happening for
the Laker Children’s Fund in the
coming years,” Sturvist said. “This
dinner could lead to Grand Val
ley working with these different
charities year-round, partnering
up with them during Battle of the
Valleys, receiving multiple appli
cations for funds to help them in
some way, or even working with
them to help aid even more youthoriented organizations through
out the whole state of Michigan.”
For more information and for
updates on the charity dinner, visit
www.gvsu.edu/battleofthevalleys.
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ARTS AT A GLANCE

Great Lakes exhibit celebrates collaboration
“TWILIGHT LOS ANGELES: 1992" FREE SHOWING
Excerpts from “Twilight Los Angeles: 1992" will be
shown for free on Jan. 18 at 10 a.m. and at 2:30 p.m. in
Kirkhof Center Room 2263 in honor of Martin Luther
King Jr. Day.
The show offers multiple perspectives and reactions
of well-known and unknown individuals alike involved in
the acquittal of four Los Angeles police officers charged
with assaulting Rodney King.
The event is free and open to the public. For more
information visit: www.gvsu.edu/events.

"ABRAZOS" FILM SHOWING
At 6 p.m. on Jan. 21 in the Eberhard Center
Auditorium, GVSU's Latin American studies program will
be presenting a viewing of the film, “ABRAZOS.”
The film tells the story of the transformational journey
of a group of U.S. citizen children who travel 3,000 miles
from Minnesota to Guatemala to meet their grandpar
ents for the first time. After being separated for almost
two decades, these families are able to share stories,
strengthen traditions and begin to reconstruct their
cultural identity.
There will be a panel discussion moderated by
Andrew Schlewitz with Alex Brito and Connor Swanson
from Bethany Christian Services and Refugee &
Immigrant Youth Mentoring, and Grand Rapids commu
nity members Sandra Diaz, Donny Hernandez and Shirley
Hernandez following the film.
The event is LIB 100/201 approved.
The event is free and open to the public. For more
information, visit www.gvsu.edu/areastudies

AUDITION SIGN-UP AVAILABLE

BY CLAIRE FISHER
ARTS@LANTHORN.COM

ith peaceful beauty and
overwhelming power, the
Great Lakes serve as a vital
resource and an important
part of life for the environ
ments they impact. The new “Great
Lakes: Image and Word” exhibit in the art
gallery of the Performing Arts Center will
show the implications of living within the
influence of the Great Lakes through the
collaboration of 16 poets and artists.
“I think the Great Lakes theme really
it ties into the uniqueness of this region,”
said David Newell, curator of exhibitions
at Grand Valley State University. “The
climate here, the topography, the mix of
people, the harshness of the environment,
those changes in the weather-how it im
pacts life. There’s a hard edge to it, but
there’s beauty at the same time.”
The exhibit was first conceptualized
a few years ago by Patricia Clark, chair of
the writing department, in conjunction
with Virginia Jenkins, chair of the art and
design department. The idea was to create
an exhibit in which artists were paired with
a poet to create collaborative works of art.
The exhibit, which opens on Jan. 19, will
show the eight final products of the com
munication between the pairings.

W

“The artists and the poets have col
laborated at different levels,” Newell
said. “Sometimes the poems are actually
worked into the art pieces, sometimes it’s
separate and goes with it as a complemen
tary piece. They are all still dealing with
specifically the Great Lakes landscape ”
The collaborative idea was inspired by a
class Clark was teaching in the honors col
lege with Professor Jill Fggers called How
to Love the World. In the class, Clark said,
students were asked to write poems and
create paintings. Clark said this lead her to
thinking about the importance of viewing
the world in an interdisciplinary way.
“Interdisciplinary really appeals to me
and I think it appeals to a lot of people,"
Clark said. “A lot of the world is interdis
ciplinary. All these separate departments
at the university, it’s kind of false. The real
world is not always so separate. It gets all
mushed together in the real world.”
Newell said that in addition to be
ing interdisciplinary between the writ
ten word and the visual arts, the exhibit
brings in the GVSU’s value of environ
mental studies and sustainability.
“The university has a connection to
environmental research through the site
in Muskegon; it’s part of what the uni
versity is about,” Newell said. “This (ex
hibit) is a nice way to carry it out of the
science realm and the research realm

Audition sign-up for "Six Characters In Search Of
An Author” are now available at the Louis Armstrong
Theatre box office. Audition slots are open to all on Jan.
31 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. and Feb. 1 from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Those auditioning should prepare a one-minute
monologue (comic or dramatic) or opt for a cold read
audition.
The show will run from April 1 to April 10.
To sign up, visit the Louis Armstrong Theatre box of
fice in person or call (616) 331-2300.

“GODSPELL”
Premiering at 7:30 on Feb. 5, the GVSU production of
the musical "Godspell” will run from then until Feb. 14.
The musical is based on the Gospel according to St.
Matthew. The show is a love feast dedicated to light,
joy and love. The music and lyrics by Stephen Schwartz
are eclectic, bringing in rock, folk, gospel and Broadway
styles. The updated "Godspell 2012” is a family-friendly
show and a retelling of the original version of “Godspell.”
The 2012 version brings in new arrangements and con
temporary references.
Tickets can be purchased by calling Louis Armstrong
Theatre box office at (616) 331-2300. Tickets may also be
purchased through Startickets online or by calling (800)
585-3737. The tickets will cost an addition $1 if purchased
at the door.

MUSIC

GO TO:
CAMPUS ART: On display in the art gallery in the Performing Arts Center, collaborative
works between poets and artists celebrate the theme of the Great Lakes. GVL | EMILY FRYE

Uhe said that attending
arts events around campus is
also a great way for students
rom classes to to become inspired. During
late night study one such event on Jan. 15 at
ing, university life GVSU, Uhe performed along
may sometimes side Russian pianist Sasha
feel like living in Burdin for a recital featuring
pieces by Alfred Schnittke
a bubble that’s disconnected
andhisOttorino
Resphigi.
from reality. But after
re
Pablo Mahavecent return to Grand Professor
Valley
Veglia,
who
organized the
State University, a violinist and
GVSU alumnus said he hopes recital, said he invited Uhe
that students will see, hear and to GVSU for the benefit it
feel how their intentions, per would offer students.
“It shows our students that
spectives and achievements
somebody that has a good
can influence the future.
A graduate of GVSU’s deal of musical talent like they
class of 2003, Andrew Uhe do, and (who has) developed
has played the violin locally, this as an intellectual pursuit
nationally and abroad. He is like they’re trying to do, can
currently working toward his come out of the other end and
doctorate at the University of contribute to our discipline,”
Iowa while also teaching vio Mahave-Veglia said. “That’s a
lin and music appreciation at very high compliment, where
Laredo Community College you’re not only serving your
in Texas. Uhe said the idea of self or finding some justice
inspiration is especially im to the music, but you’re really
contributing to the discipline.
portant to his teaching style.
“Inspiration: as a teacher It’s one of the demands that we
that’s my primary goal,” Uhe have of musicians in the fu
said. “To open students to the ture: to not just play the pieces,
possibilities of life, because if but to become advocates.”
Uhe said that his own re
we don’t look for them they’ll
just pass us by. In this moment lationship and training with
there are possibilities, and that music began when he was
three, but evolved over time.
inspiration is so crucial.”
BY DANIEL GOUBERT
DGOUBERT@LANTHORN.COM

Alumnus profile:
Andrew Uhe
Class of 2003 grad shares musical
advice about life after graduation

MUSICIAN: Violinist Andrew Uhe performs for GVSU audiences in
the Louis Armstrong Theatre on Jan. 14. gvl | kevin sielaff

and give it a different life and a different
way to connect with that message.”
Clark, working together with Professor
Hoon lee, created a piece for the show.
After her experience writing a poem for
the piece and working with the pairings
of artists and poets to create the exhibit
she said that for her the theme honors the
Great Lakes as a natural resource.
“Just to honor this great natural re
source, you can’t honor it too much, be
cause it’s so amazing,” Clark said. “It gives
us water, beauty, look at what it gives us. We
don’t really deserve it, we end up polluting
the lake. I think that sense of pausing and
honoring the lake is very meaningful.”
Due to the show’s interdisciplinary
nature, Clark said that she hopes the ex
hibit is able to engage students from a
variety of disciplines. She said she plans
to take her creative writing students to
visit the exhibit and to ask them to write
poems based on the artwork on display.
“The other goal is not to just have an
art exhibit that just sits over there, but
we want to have students get over and
see it,” Clark said. “Not an art exhibit just
staying in the gallery and nobody gets
involved, we want to really use the art
that’s on campus to stimulate new work
and new ideas, show that the boundar
ies between things are not so strict.”
To encourage this engagement and
stimulation of new work and ideas, stu
dents in the music and dance department
will be composing pieces based on the
exhibition. The New Music Ensemble will
perform these one-minute student compo
sitions at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 25.
Newell said that he hopes the composi
tion event and the combination of the po
etry and visual art will bring in a variety of
audiences and expose viewers to new arts.
“For the viewers to really appreciate
this exhibit I hope that they will really
engage with the written word, it’s really
critical to understanding the pieces and
it’s one of those that you really have to
adjust your mindset,” Newell said. “For
this show, you really need to stop and
read the poetry. I’m hoping some people
come just for the poetry and then experi
ence the art by extension and vice versa”
An opening reception will be held
for the exhibit at 5 p.m. on Jan. 21 in
the art gallery.

H

Uhe said his mother initially
made him learn music, and
that this was a task he didn’t
fully accept until he was 15.
“There is a sense of a com
fort (and) solace that one can
find in playing or studying mu
sic. It can be an escape,” he said.
“When I finally recognized the
potential for music to commu
nicate my own experiences and
developed a love for pieces that
I wanted to share with people,
that’s when it becomes no lon
ger work; it becomes what you
have to do to become heard
and understood.”
During his teaching career,
Uhe has worked with students
ranging from the retired to
those as young as five years
old. He said that teaching a di
versity of students has helped
him develop as a musician.
“Every student has their
own interest and personality
and challenges,” Uhe said. “I
think that helps keep things
fresh for me. I learn a lot from
their struggles and experiences.
I don’t really buy into the model
of the teacher as this authorita
tive dictator who has complete
mastery over whatever we’re
going to deal with. I’m quite
open about what I don’t know
and try to be more of a learning

www.gvsu.edu/artgallery
FOR MORE INFORMATION

model for my student.”
In particular, Uhe said that
what he has learned through
teaching has helped him when
memorizing challenging or
lengthy pieces of music.
“It’s about having a memo
rable experience, which is
what I think any great teacher
is able to do: to pull students
into the moment to give
them an experience that is
memorable, meaningful and
insightful,” he said. “That’s a
practice I try to apply. When
I encounter the challenge of
a piece that is hard to memo
rize, then I need to start devel
oping relationships with that
score that are memorable.*'
Uhe said he would advise
students and recent gradu
ates to always remain open
to the opportunities in the
world around them.
“Stay in touch with your
intentions, and commit your
self to realizing those inten
tions,” he said. “The world isn’t
always what you expect, and
always look at things with a
positive perspective. We don’t
know what to expect, and we’ll
always have a rewarding expe
rience if we’re open to inspira
tion and the possibilities that
we find in the moment.”

PERFORMANCES

Free showing of ‘Twilight Los Angeles
held in honor of Martin Luther King Jr.
BY MARISSA LAPORTE
MLAPORTE@LANTHORN.COM

ffering multiple perspec
tives and reactions of
well-known and unknown
individuals alike to the ac
quittal of four Los Angeles
police officers charged with assaulting
Rodney King, excerpts from the theat
rical performance “Twilight Los Ange
les: 1992” are returning to Grand Valley
State University. Free showings of this
production are being held in honor of
Martin Luther King Jr. and his efforts.
Michael Mueller, director of “Twilight
Los Angeles: 1992,” said that this pro
duction acts as a good starting point for
further discussion regarding police bru
tality, racism and how the reactions to
events that occurred in 1992 compare to
modem day reactions to similar events.

“(‘Twilight Los Angeles: 1992’)
touches on a lot of the current issues
that are going on in the country,” Muel
ler said. “(The production) provides stu
dents with real accounts of individuals
who have been either on the fringe or
directly involved in the events that are
similar to contemporary events.”
Excerpts from “Twilight Los Angeles:
1992” will be shown on Jan. 18 from 10
a.m. until 11:30 a.m. and from 2:30 p.m.
until 4 p.m. in Kirkhof Center Room
2263. “Twilight Los Angeles: 1992” was
performed in its entirety last semester,
but these free showings will be chosen
excerpts from the production, acting as a
breakout session in correlation with GVSUs Martin Luther King Jr. Day activities.
Bobby J. Springer, associate director
of GVSU’s Office of Multicultural Af
fairs, worked with Mueller to include
showings of “Twilight Los Angeles:
1992” as a part of the Martin Luther

King Jr. Day programming.
“We’re still dealing with some of the
same situations many years later and I
think this will remind people that we
still have work to be done when it comes
to everybody getting along, working to
gether and making these communities
the best place for everyone,” Springer
said. ‘“Twilight Los Angeles’ will remind
us that some of these things are still hap
pening and we have to do a better job.”
Mueller said that the performance of
“Twilight Los Angeles: 1992” challenges
definitions of ethnicity and gender because
the student actors take on the roles of indi
viduals of different genders and ethnicities
than their own. The audience is then chal
lenged to focus on the message being pre
sented more than who is speaking.
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MLK JR.: "Twilight Los Angeles: 1992" showed during the 2015 Fall
semester and discussed modern issues. COURTESY | GVSU THEATER
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GVSU ANNOUNCES
TIM AND TERRY SELGO
SCHOLARSHIP
Grand Valley State has an
nounced the addition of a new
scholarship, the Tim and Terry
Selgo Scholarship.
The endowment will be for
student-athletes who have com
pleted their athletic obligations
at GVSU, but still have academic
coursework remaining.
The endowment serves to
honor GVSU athletic Director
of Athletics Tim Selgo, who is
retiring at the conclusion of the
current academic year after 20
years holding the position.

Olympian among us
West Michigan native Ritzenhein trains at GV for 2016 Olympics

GVSU TO HOLD SIGNING
DAY CENTRAL TV SPECIAL
Grand Valley State has an
nounced a two-hour TV special
that will air on college football
signing day, which is on Feb. 3.
The special will air on
Comcast 900 and online at
the GVSU YouTube channel
(YouTube.com/GVSULakers),
and will announce the 2016
GVSU recruiting class.
The special will be hosted
by GVSU football play-by-play
hosts Tom Cleary and Steve
Lloyd-Jones.
Head coach Matt Mitchell, as
well as several current play
ers and assistant coaches, will
make appearances and discuss
the new additions of the Laker
football squad.

LAKER FOOTBALL NABS
EX-BRONCO
Grand Valley State football
will be receiving a new addition
to the team in the form of former
Western Michigan offensive line
man Josh Bass.
Bass, a former recruit who
was sought by several Division 1
programs, decided to leave the
Western Michigan football team
after dealing with a serious bac
terial infection that caused him
to go into a coma and experience
severe weight loss.
Bass is healthy again, and
has elected to use the rest of pis
three years of eligibility in Laker
blue, black and white.
Bass has already begun
classes, and will be ready to play
this fall.
National Signing Day for
NCAA football hopefuls will take
place on Feb. 3, and the Lakers
will look to sign more recruits
and unveil their recruiting class
on that day.
The GVSU football team
finished 12-3 in the 2015 season,
falling to Shepherd University in
the NCAA Division II semifinals
by a final score of 34-32 in a
tight tilt in Shepherdstown, West
Virginia last December.

FORMER LAKER LELITO
TO BE RESTRICTED FREE
AGENT
Current New Orleans Saints
offensive lineman and former
Grand Valley State football player
Tim Lelito is set to be a restricted
free agent this offseason.
Lelito recently wrapped up his
third season in the NFL, in which
he appeared in 15 games, and
started in 13. His 13 starts marks
the highest amount of starts in a
season for his career, as he had
a combined four starts in his first
two seasons with the Saints.

VARSITY SCHEDULE
UHniiiitiiiiiimimmiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimniiii

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Thursday 7:30 p.m. at Lake
."Superior State
Saturday 8:00 p.m. vs Northwood

mm

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Thursday 5:30 p.m. at Lake
Superior State
Saturday 6:00 p.m. vs Northwood
<■*

m
>RACK AND FIELD
Friday 3:00 p.m. vs GVSU Open
Si.

SWIMMING AND DIVING
Saturday 1:00 p.m. vs Findlay

RED, WHITE AND BLUE: West Michigan native Dathan Ritzenhein celebrates his win at the Publix Gasparilla Distance Classic half marathon in Tampa, Florida in Febru
ary 2015. Ritzenhein is currently training in hopes to qualify for his fourth career Olympics, and is using GVSU as his training grounds. COURTESY | JIM REED/STAFF
BY ALEX EISEN

AEISEN@LANTHORN.COM

ain yesterday, blizzard today, sun
shine tomorrow. West Michigan
weather is unpredictable. But the
cold never bothered him, anyway.
When the elements get too
harsh, local distance runner Dathan Ritzen
hein from Rockford, Michigan can be found
training at Grand Valley State’s Kelly Family
Sports Center for the U.S. Olympic team trials,
held next month in Los Angeles.
“I probably wouldn’t be able to train here if
it weren’t for the facilities and being able to get
on the indoor track at the Kelly,” Ritzenhein said.
“It takes a little bit of creativity, moving things
around and being flexible with the training.”
Ritzenhein, 33, will be competing in the
marathon event on Feb. 13 with the ambition
of making his fourth Olympic appearance in
Rio de Janeiro this summer. The top three
marathon finishers at the trials will represent
the U.S. in the 2016 Olympic Games.
The Rockford High School graduate lived in Col
orado while attending the University of Colorado
-Boulder, then spent five years in Oregon with the

M. BASKETBALL

Upper Peninsula punish
Lakers stifle Northern Michigan, Michigan Tech in honr
With just over six minutes to go in the
game, senior Chaz Rollins broke free and
finished with a dainty dunk, extending
he Grand Valley State mens GVSU’s lead to a game-high 32 points.
NMU closed the gap to its ultimate tally of
basketball team spoiled long
bus rides for two Upper Penin 20 points thanks to a late run in garbage time.
The Lakers were paced by Ryskamp,
sula teams over the weekend,
trouncing Northern Michigan who poured in a game-high 18 points. Ju
(4-10,2-8 GLLAC) and Michigan Tech (5-9, nior Trevin Alexander added 16 points, 14
of which came in the first half, and senior
4-6 GLLAC) at Fieldhouse Arena.
In Thursday’s tilt, the Lakers started Aaron Hayes dropped 16 of his own.
Senior Ricardo Carbajal scored 13, and
slow, but kept expanding their lead en
route to an 83-63 domination that wasn’t Rollins flirted with a double-double, scoring
10 points and pulling down nine rebounds.
as close as the score made it seem.
The Lakers shot 47.5 percent as a team,
“(I’m) happy that we were able to come
home. We had a good week last week finish despite an abysmal 3-of-16 showing from
behind the arc in the game.
ing with a good win at Malone,
GVSU also held a massive
so I thought it was impor■“ —
advantage in the paint, scor
tant to come back and keep
“We just came
ing 40 points to NMU’s 16.
the momentum going,” said
Despite a season-best
GVSU head coach Ric Wesley.
out determined,
defensive showing in the
Tight defense, fast break
aggressive
first half of the MTU game,
buckets and scoring from
defensively — that
the Lakers had to weather a
a number of different con
late storm to cling to a 64tributors helped the Lakers
was our focus.”
53 win on Saturday.
(13-3, 7-3 GLLAC) crush the
“We just came out deter
Wildcats’ upset hopes.
CHAZ ROLLINS
mined, aggressive defensively
The game started as a
SENIOR FORWARD
— that was our focus. Just de
relatively back-and-forth
fend, protect the home court
affair, as GVSU held just
and rebound,” Rollins said.
a 20-17 lead before the
In an ugly first half, GVSU
chasm began to open. Se
stymied MTU’s offense, which
nior guard Luke Ryskamp
hit a pair of free throws to stretch the scored just 15 points in the first half - a sea
lead to 22-17, and GVSU went on a 24-6 son-low for Laker opponents. MTU’s leading
scorers on the season, freshmen Kyle Mon
run to end the half with a 44-23 lead.
The second half was much of the same roe and Bryan Heath, shot just 1 -of-11 in the
for the Lakers. GVSU’s offense spread the first half, despite averaging a combined 31.6
ball around as the Lakers drained a num points per game entering the contest.
But the second half was a different story.
ber of open looks. As has often been the
case for GVSU this season, its offense was
sparked first by tight defense.
SEEM. BBALL | A8
BY A.A. KNORR
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Nike Oregon Project before deciding
Since then, Ritzenhein unchar
to return to Michigan last summer.
acteristically has not participated
“I probably
Ritzenhein remains comfortable
in another marathon, skipping the
wouldn’t
be able
Chicago and New York marathons.
and confident in the decision to come
back home, despite the sometimes in
Instead, he has selectively raced in a
to train here if it
few shorter races, focused on getting
convenient weather conditions.
weren’t for... being
“A happy runner is a good runner,
completely healthy and has been rela
able to get on the
tively lucky, training in what has been
and like anything, you have to be hap
a rather mild Michigan winter.
py in life,” Ritzenhein said. “My fam
indoor track at the
ily is here and I don’t want to go away
Ritzenhein is currently in his last
Kelly.”
big training push of roughly 110 miles
and be on a training trip somewhere
a week before he begins to taper down
by myself for a month. So, I’m just go
ing to tough it out and get out on the
his routine a couple weeks before the
DATHAN RITZENHEIN
dirt roads on the good days to do the
U.S. trials to recover. In those last two
OLYMPIC RUNNER
long hard runs and come (indoors)
weeks, however, the climate change
to presumably more humid tempera
and do the intervals when I have to.”
In October 2013, Ritzenhein finished filth and tures in Los Angeles has to be accounted for.
“I think a lot of people in the running world
was the fastest American at the Bank of America
Chicago Marathon with a time of 2:09:45 to secure think people from the Midwest are just tougher in
the qualifying time he needed to compete at the general, and I think training in the weather is defi
nitely part of it,” Ritzenhein said. “It takes a good
marathon event that kicks off the U.S. trials.
10 days to really get acclimated to the heat. So, I’m
His personal-best time of 2:07:47 in the
2012 Chicago Marathon leads the way among going to have to put on a lot of layers, spend some
eligible entrants for the U.S. trials. More re time in the sauna. If I have to run every day, the last
10 days before the trials, on the indoor track with a
cently in April, Ritzenhein posted a 2:11:20
in his First Boston Marathon, fast enough for
seventh place and top American finisher.
SEE RITZENHEIN | A8

DISH IT: Deshawn Lewis looks to pass in Grand Valley State's 64-53
home win over Michigan Tech on Jan. 16. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
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Break out the brooms
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Lakers pick up
another sweep
in domination
of Indiana
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BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICK@LANTHORN.COM

n a weekend full of slow
starts, the Division II Grand
Valley State men’s hockey
team escaped with two wins
in a weekend series against
Indiana University. The Lakers (22-4-1)
topped the Hoosiers 4-1 on Friday and
then again on Saturday 3-1.
In Fridays contest, forward Spencer
Godin scored early in the third period to
give GVSU a comfortable three-goal lead.
But after GVSU gave up a power play goal
minutes later, the Hoosiers found them
selves within striking distance to mount
a comeback. The Lakers quickly crushed
tho«e notions, killing a penalty with sue
minutes left in the game and adding an
durance goal with three minutes to play.
Jiri Aberle was the netminder for GVSU
on Friday night. He nearly pitched a shutout,
making 20 saves on 21 shots for the night.
Saturday nights game had a much dif
ferent feel. After a scoreless first period, In
diana scored late in the second period on a
three-on-two breakaway. GVSU went into
the locker room after the second period
down a goal, but the team never lost hope.
“We stayed positive in the locker room,”
said junior Alex Ostrowski. “We knew that
we were going to score eventually.”
lust when it looked like the Hoosiers
were going to leave Saturday with an upset
win, the Lakers found the back of the net on
a power play with seven minutes left in the
third period Lucas Little fired a slap shot,
and forward Corbin Rainey deflected the
puck in front of the net, leaving the Indiana
goalie with no chance to make the save.
The Lakers’ power play unit, which was
unsuccessful in five previous attempts, came
up big when the team needed a goal the
most. But the Lakers weren’t done.

Just three minutes later, Rainey gave
the Lakers the lead. He buried a shot
from right in front of the net after tak
ing a centering pass from Ostrowski,
who was set up behind the net.
“Oz (Ostrowski) makes a lot of plays and
I was just fortunate enough to be on the oth
er end scoring the goals,” Rainey said.
GVSU tacked on one more goal to se
cure a 3-1 victory. Although it wasn’t pretty,
the Lakers completed the comeback and
finished the weekend with a sweep.
“They had great belief that they
could come back and win,” said GVSU
head coach Mike Forbes.
Freshman goaltender Jared Maddock
kept the Lakers in the game, allowing only
one goal while making 27 saves.
GVSU gave the Hoosiers a different
look than previous weeks. Forbes shuf
fled the lines around for the weekend
series. He swapped out Mitch Claggett
for Rainey in the Ostrowski and Nick
Schultz line. The switch paid off, with
Rainey scoring the game-tying and
game-winning goals on Saturday.
“You try to find combinations that work,”
Forbes said. “You try to find people that con
tribute and play consistently every night.”
The three new linemates were able to
find compatibility in a short period of time,
but that was no surprise to Ostrowski.
“Me, Corbin and Schultz have been play
ing for three years now and we have some
really good chemistry,” Ostrowski said.
The Lakers’ next contest will come
against Michigan State in a home-andhome series on Jan. 29 and 30. GVSU will
look to keep a firm hold on second place in
the Central Region of the American Col
legiate Hockey Association with a sweep of
MSU. The top two seeds of the region re
ceive an automatic bid to the national tour
nament, making the final games down the
stretch crucial for the Lakers.

* *

CONTROL: Grand Valley State junior Mitch Claggett moves the puck up ice during Grand Valley State’s win over
Indiana University on Jan. 15. The Lakers swept the weekend series and allowed just two goals. GVL I emily frye

FLIPPED: Sophomore Buck Maynard looks up the ice after upending an Indiana University player during Grand
Valley State’s win on Jan 15. The Lakers now look to a two-game series against Michigan State. GVL | emily frye

RITZENHEIN
CONTINUED FROM A7

bunch of clothes on, I’ll do that.”
Adapting his training routine to keep his
loved ones close by is a sacrifice worth mak
ing, and represents an opportunity for Ritzenhein to make an impact at GVSU.
“We really wanted to be back close to the
familyf Ritzenhein said. “We wanted to live
in the Grand Rapids area and to be involved
in any kind of successful collegiate track team
here, and (GVSU) is really the best one.”
GVSU provides Ritzenhein with the
facility he needs to be successful, and he
returns the favor. Jerry Baltes, head coach
of the GVSU cross country and track and
field teams, undeniably values having Rizenhein around the program to offer his
advice and share his experiences.
“Dathan has been a great asset to our
program over the last couple of years,”
Baltes said. “His wealth of knowledge in the
sport of running is endless and has helped
us numerous times in helping take our
student-athletes to the next level. We are ea
ger to watch Dathan accomplish his goal of
making his fourth U.S. Olympic team.”
Ritzenhein would join an exclusive
group if he can represent the red, white
and blue for a fourth consecutive time.
“I believe two mens distance run
ners and maybe about five in all of track
in field (have appeared in four Olympic
Games),” Ritzenhein said. “Three (ap
pearances) has been great, amazing and
not many people have made three, but a
fourth Olympic team has kept me going
in training the last couple of years. I’m 33
now, so I’m not as young as I was.
“Just making that team is the big
gest goal for me. I want to be on the
line in Rio in August.”

ANCHOR UP: Chaz Rollins (25) and the rest of the Grand Valley State men’s basketball team prepare to break a huddle prior to GVSU’s win over Northern
*
Michigan on Thursday. Rollins nearly recorded two double-doubles on the weekend for the Lakers, who trip to Lake Superior State next. GVL | LUKE holmes •

M. BBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7

The Huskies outscored the Lakers 38-35
in the second half, and managed to chip the
deficit to just four points at 48-44 with under
seven minutes to go. On the next GVSU pos
session, however, freshman Zach West drilled
his fourth 3-pointer of the afternoon to keep
the Huskies frpm completing the comeback.
“I thought our defense wasn’t quite as focused
(in the second half),” Wesley said. “They took it
inside a little more in the second half and they got

in the bonus a lot quicker than we did, and that
makes a difference in how you can play defense.”
A late triple from Trevin Alexander and
calmly converted free throws down the stretch
secured the win for GVSU, which is in a four-way
tie for second place in the GLIAC North at 7-3.
Again, the Lakers saw a number of players
contribute to the score sheet. Ryskamp led GVSU
with 14 points, as West and Hayes each added 12.
Rollins snagged the double-double he missed the
game before, scoring 11 points and ripping down
a season-best 16 rebounds, including seven on
the offensive glass.
Despite scoring just two points, senior guard

Darren Kapustka continued to be a key compo-"
nent to GVSU’s offensive success, handling th*
point in place of Hayes and setting up a number
of Lakers for open looks. Kapustka had nine as*
sists and two turnovers on the weekend.
“ I think we’re starting to move the ball bette£
on offense,” Ryskamp said. “It starts with (Dar
ren Kapustka), he’s doing a phenomenal job get
ting the ball to the shooters, so we have to work
on rewarding him more for doing that.”
*
The Lakers will hit the road for a crucial
GLIAC tilt on Thursday, as they head to Sault
Ste. Marie, Michigan for a game against Lake
Superior State (12-4, 7-3 GLIAC).
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Wire to wire

GV controls two games in route to GLIAC sweep
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
ASSISTANTSPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

GAME TIME: Grand Valley State junior Piper Tucker attempts to win the tip during GVSU’s win over
Northern Michigan at Fieldhouse Arena on Jan. 14. GVSU also beat Michigan Tech. GVL I SARA CARTE

rior to Thursday, it had been over
a decade since the Grand Valley
State womens basketball team
held an opponent to under 20
percent shooting in a game.
That page in the record books can now be
dusted off, as GVSU (12-4, 7-3 GLIAC) held
visiting Northern Michigan to an ice-cold 17.8
percent shooting in a 70-30 win. The Lakers then
hosted Michigan Tech on Saturday in a battle of
GLIAC powerhouses, and won that one 68-57.
“I thought we played with energy,” said
GVSU head coach Mike Williams. “I thought
we really engaged one another with commu
nication, helping one another.”
Tbe Wildcats jumped out to a 5-0 lead at
the beginning of the game, but the positives
went no further for NMU. The Lakers ended
the quarter on a 15-3 run, and allowed just
two more field goals for the rest of the first
half, which was good for a 35-11 lead.
The Lakers turned on cruise control the
rest of the way, holding the Wildcats to
8-of-45 shooting as a team, 3-of-15 from
three and forcing 19 turnovers.
“We were pretty active with our hands
in recovery, trying to get on the shooters,
take away their inside game. When (North
ern Michigan) got some looks they missed
them, and that combination kind of snow
balled things,” Williams said.
Forward Kayla Dawson was a Swiss Army
Knife for the Lakers, totaling 18 points, seven
boards, four steals and three assists.

“After our loss to Walsh (Jan. 7), we decided
we have to have more energy during the game,
and I think that energy made us have an inten
sity on the defensive side,” Dawson said. “Its al
ways fun when we have a good team win.”
After Thursdays impressive victory, the Lak
ers carried over their strong defense into the
Saturday tilt against Michigan Tech. Although
GVSU didn’t hold the Huskies to 17.8 percent
shooting, it still put up a solid performance and
showed marked defensive improvement.
“1 thought we were very disciplined, both on
defense and offense,” Williams said. “(Michigan
Tech) is a team that’s so patient, and they’re so
good and so smart that, if you make a mistake
on them, they make you pay for it every time.
We showed a great deal of discipline down the
stretch on both ends of the floor and made plays.”
The Lakers were efficient on the offen
sive end, shooting 50 percent as a team
from the field and from 3-point range.
Trailing 44-37 at the end of the third
quarter, the Lakers put the clamps on the
Huskies in the final period. The Lakers held
the Huskies to 6-of-19 shooting from the
field, and outscored them 21-10.
“Coach always talks about having a major
league sense of urgency,” said forward Bailey
Cairnduff. “I think when it came down to it
today, we definitely fulfilled that.”
Cairnduff had a solid night, leading all
scorers with 18 points and adding seven
boards and three steals. Dawson and center
Korynn Hincka both scored 13 points.
This week, the Lakers will hit the road
to face Lake Superior State on Thursday
and come back home for a matchup with
Northwood on Saturday.

TRACK AND FIELD

GROUPED UP: Mid-distance runner Marta McLaughlin sticks with the middle of the pack during the one mile run at the Grand Valley State Bob Eubanks Open at the Kelly Family Sports Center on Jan. 15. Both
Laker men and women took third place overall in the event, as Eastern Michigan’s women won their side of the event, and Michigan State’s men took home a win in their portion of the meet. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
BY JACOB ARVIDSON
JA R VIDSON@LAN THORN. COM

rand Valley State track and field star Darien
Thornton stayed at school over winter break. It
seems to have paid off.
Ihe senior recorded an NCAA Division II
automatic qualifying mark and set a new GVSU
record in the men’s weight throw during Friday’s Bob Eu
banks Open at GVSU’s Kelly Family Sports Center, an event
in which both the GVSU men and women finished third.
“The motivation I use is just my love for this sport,” he said.
“I love training every day. Staying around is probably the most
beneficial thing you can do so you can continue to get great
t/aining in the same atmosphere you will train in all year.”
; Thornton wasn’t the only bright spot for GVSU. The Lak
ers set a total of 12 NCAA Division II provisional qualifying
marks — seven by the men and five by the women,
i The automatic qualifiers are invited to the NCAA finals
Regardless. Provisional qualifiers are the next ones in line
ijf all automatic spots aren’t filled by the end of the season.
Automatic qualification is the ultimate goal, but earning a

provisional mark is still a feat to be applauded.
“Its early season, it’s the first meet back, and our kids are
tired so you never know what you’re going to get,” said GVSU
men’s and women’s head coach, Jerry Baltes. “The women’s
4x400 got an NCAA mark, so that was good to see.”
Skylar Dantzler, Eskolunbe Puente-Matanzas, Jessica O’Connell
and Angie Ritter partnered to run a 3:50.42 in the relay, managing
to edge EMU by just over a second. The relay time cleared the pro
visional qualifying mark by almost two-and-a-half seconds.
“We’re definitely striving for a better time,” Ritter said.
“The time we ran qualifies us but won’t be good enough to be
top 14. Every meet we’re looking to run faster. Hopefully it’ll
be a trend as the season goes on. By fine-tuning our handoffs, we can cut off seconds, and then cut down our time.”
GVSU’s throwers put up big numbers on both the men’s and
women’s sides. Dajsha Avery and Kaylyn Hill finished third and
fourth in the women’s shot put. Each posted a provisional qualify
ing mark with throws of 13.64 and 13.47 meters, respectively.
Hill appeared again in the weight throw and finished
sixth with a 16.47-meter toss, which met another provi
sional mark. Kyra Hull got a qualifying mark as well with
her second-place throw of 17.53 meters.
On the men’s side, Chris Saikalis stole the show in

the shot put with a first-place distance of 18.06 meters.
Thornton finished fourth at 17 meters. Both distances
were enough to meet the provisional mark.
Thornton earned his GVSU record and automatic qualifying
mark in the weight throw with a toss of 21.83 meters. Mike Moon
and Blake Donson finished fifth and sixth, respectively. Both
achieved NCAA provisional marks. Moon’s throw went 19.18
meters and Donson’s was right behind at 19.13 meters.
Field events continued to be a major production area for
the men as Tor’i Brooks earned a second-place finish and
a provisional height in the high jump with a leap of 2.11
meters. In the long jump, Tyler Pavliga leapt 7.03 meters to
finish first and earn his own provisional mark.
Defending national champion Sean Wells cruised to vic
tory in the 60-meter hurdles in 7.98 seconds, managing to
meet the event’s provisional mark in the process.
Eastern Michigan’s women won the event with 135.5
points. Michigan State won for the men with 84.5 points.
“Now we really just have to work on doing the little things
well,” Baltes said. “Eating, sleeping, hydrating, rest, recovery
and not staying up all night. Just taking care of our bodies.”
GVSU will push for even more qualifying marks as it hosts the
GVSU Open at the Kelly Family Sports Center on Jan. 22.
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Division III hockey splits with Hope
Laker comeback falls short in second games of series
BY MASON TRONSOR
M TRONSOR@LA N THORN. COM

VISION: Freshman forward Mitch Lawton attempts to move the puck during the Grand Valley State Divi
sion III hockey club's 3-1 loss to Hope College on Jan. 16 at Georgetown Ice Center, gvl I SARA carte

he Grand Val
ley State Divi
sion III mens
hockey dub split
its weekend se
ries against Hope College. The
Lakers were able to come back
from a slow start to win the
first game on the road Friday,
but the same slow start hin
dered GVSU, as it couldn’t re
cover on Saturday night.
“It’s hard to say about
the slow starts,” said GVSU
assistant coach Ron Clark.
“Its hard coming back from
a long break.”
The team entered Friday
nights contest with an 18-51 record coming back from
Christmas break. The puck
dropped on the Dutchmens
home ice, and GVSU was out
of sorts early. The Dutchmen
grabbed an early 2-1 lead in
the first period, as GVSU goal
ie Jack Lindsay just did not
have good fortune on his side.
After trailing the entire
first period, Laker head coach
Charlie Link sent the mes
sage of urgency to his play

ers. GVSU needed to answer
Hope after the sloppy first pe
riod, and did just that.
The second and third
period were dominated by
GVSU. Lindsay did not allow
a single shot past him after
the first, as freshman Mitch
Lawton and the senior Blaine
Marney fueled the offense.
Lawton scored midway
through the second period to
tie the game at 2-2. With all
the momentum heading into
the third period, Marney
was able to connect for the
game-winning goal midway
through the final frame.
“It always feels good to
contribute in a big way for the
team,” Marney said. “It was
just a combined, hard-fought
effort by everyone especially
since it was our first game
back from break. It wouldn’t
have been possible without
Jack (Lindsay) playing the way
he did in net, either.”
After the big-time come
back victory Friday night, the
Lakers returned to GVSU for
the second game of the week
end series on Saturday night.
Once again, another slow start
bit the Lakers. The Dutchmen

jumped out to a 2-0 lead at
Georgetown Ice Center, but
the Lakers once again enter
tained notions of a comeback.
Junior Tyler Stoller start
ed the comeback with a goal
in the second period to cut
the lead to one. It was the
same position as the Lakers
were in the previous night.
This time, however the
comeback fell short.
After hitting the pipes
multiple times for a potential
game-tying goal, the Lak
ers fell to a 3-1 defeat after
the Dutchmen scored a late
empty-net goal.
Overall, the Lakers were
pleased with their weekend
efforts.
“I thought the team
played really well,” Lawton
said. “Especially for having
a break. Coming back from
a couple of weeks without
skating and playing a team
who is that good is hard to
do and I thought we kept
up with them.”
The Lakers (19-6-1) next
hit the ice with a home-andaway series against Aquinas
College on Jan. 22 and 23.

GOLF

GV to host golf clinic
Laker coaches will instruct, give pointers to participants
BY BRADY MCATAMNEY
BMCATAMNEY@LANTHORN.COM

or avid golfers,
no season is as
brutal as winter.
With what feels
like never-end
ing snow showers and tem
peratures averaging at dig
its below a college student’s
age, golfing simply has not
been on the docket for the
sport’s participants during
the freezing months.
But the Grand Valley
State golf program has an
idea to both give golfers a
chance to play during the
winter and show their skills
to college coaches.
On Feb. 7, GVSUs mens
and women’s golf teams will
hold their annual golf clinic
for high school and college stu
dents. The clinic will take place

in the Kelly Family Sports Cen
ter, where the ball flies up to 60
yards, from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
For only $35, golfers will
have the opportunity to get
pointers from the coaches
and players of the Laker golf
teams, and perhaps even im
press them with their skills.
“Anybody who wants some
golf instruction can come out,
even students. Were looking
to fill it up - were at about 25
people. We’ll have a little bit of
a clinic with some instruction,
but it’s also like a showcase. It’s
an opportunity for kids to show
us what they’ve got and get on
our radar, we can find a dia
mond in the rough,” said men’s
coach Gary Bissell.
The clinic doubles as a sort
of recruiting visit for golfers
that the coaches may have not
had the chance to observe yet,
as it brings the talent directly

to them. In fact, one could say
it’s even geared towards recruit
ing as opposed to recreation.
Women’s head coach Rebecca
Mailloux has found golfers to
bring on her team through this
event in the past.
“The kids that we really
want, obviously we’ve already
sought out, but we’ve sent
this to sqme of our top 2017
prospects, many of which
we’ve already seen, and we
can watch these people golf
by bringing them to us and
really finding that diamond
in the rough,” Mailloux said.
While the event somewhat
can be used as a recruiting tool
for potential GVSU golfers, the
clinic isn’t limited to just col
legiate hopefuls. Golfers just
looking to get an edge in recre
ational play are encouraged to
come along and get instruction
from GVSUs most knowledge-

BAGGING IT: Sophomore Grand Valley State women’s golfer Samantha Moss puts a club back in her
bag during the Davenport Invitational at Blythefield Country Club late last October, gvl | Sara carte

able golf figureheads.
“Anybody (can come). It’s an
opportunity to come hit some
golf balls in the winter as a tune
up. Get a little bit of instruction,
especially for a high school kid
to get in front of a college head

LAKER EXCHANGE

for more participants. Register
online and, if ^ou can, bring
your own equipment.

coach - its a great opportunity
for them,” Bissell said.
There are still spots left to
fill for the winter clinic. The
coaches are looking to have 25
golfers signed up by Feb. 7 so
they can open another session

OO TO:
www.grandvalleystate
golfcamps.com
TO REGISTER

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
some restriction^ apply
email lakerexchange@lanthorn.com for more info on restrictions
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES EMAIL

lakerexchange@lanthom.com

Housing

Employment

many positions.
Can go from a
full recline to a
standing
position at the
touch of a
button! Comes
complete with
side table.
For Sale
Runs new at
$2000, asking
Recliner/
$1200.
Mechanical Lift Contact Sally if
Chair:
interested at
minimal use, schoens@gvsu.
conforms to edu
SUMMER IN MAINE
Males and Females
Teach your favorite activity
Archery-Arts-CanoeCostuming-Enameling-GymPhoto-Pottery-SailSilversmithingSwim-Tennis-Waterski
Enjoy our website at
www.tripplakecamp.com.
TRIPP LAKE CAMP
1-800-997-4347

ANSWERS
PUZZLES

Country Place apartment
roommates wanted Have two slots open
for anyone in need of
housing for 2016/2017 year.

Tires for Sale:
4 tubeless radial used
tires for sale.
General Ameritrac
P255/70R17-1 10S.
Approximately 20,000
miles left on tires. They
were on a Ford F150.
Purchased new tires as
the truck is going on an
extended trip and
wanted new tires
before leaving.
$50 for set of 4 - OBO
Contact: Jim Scott at
616-550-9480 or
scottj@gvsu.edu

I am looking for 2
subleasers for the summer
at Copper Beech from May
6th-July 31st. It's a 4 person
townhome; furnished, you'll
have your own bathroom
and a walk-in closet. It's
really close to the gym and
fairly close to the bus stop.
The rent is $430+12
(water/sewer),+ utilities but
I'm willing to negotiate the
price if needed. If interested,
lease email me at
airea@mail.gvsu.edu.

I have a room
available
for rent in Allendale.
My 2 bedroom
apartment is unfur
nished but my
roommate has
everything you will
need! The rent is
$415 per month
plus utilities.
The lease starts in
January 2016.
Please contact me
via phone if inter
ested at 231-7364408
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Arrested for MIP,
driving under the
influence,
possession,
or assault? We
represent clients in
all areas of criminal
defense. Contact
attorney Matt
Berry(GVSU ’05) at
Tanis Schultz, PLLC
for all of your legal
matters.
616-608-7149
mberrv@tanisschultz.
com
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